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Changes to Autograph III motorhome specifications 

 
 
Dear Colleague, 
 
Following a routine inspection of the Autograph III models on site it has become 
apparent that the new 6.2 Peugeot Boxer cabs are heavier than published.  
 
In order to ensure that the published weights of the overall vehicle, including the 
generous user payloads, remain unchanged this development has necessitated a 
change to the motorhome specification. Having investigated the matter we believe 
the simplest way to achieve the weight saving required is to replace the spare wheel 
and carrier with a fix and go kit in the standard specification (equates to a net weight 
saving of 26.9kgs). 
 
We are aware that this may well be a disappointment to our customers so we have 
taken the decision to continue to fit the spare wheel and carrier to Autograph III 
models as well as supplying the fix and go kit. The customer can then decide 
whether to retain the spare wheel and carrier or not, on the understanding that if they 
do it will reduce their user payload accordingly. There will be no additional charge to 
either the Retailer or the Customer for this extra product specification. 



 
 
 
Key weights  
 
Fix and Go kit 2.1 kgs (included in published MRO figure) 
Spare wheel & tyre  +23 kgs (to be taken from User Payload figure if retained) 
Spare wheel carrier       +6 kgs (to be taken from User Payload figure if retained) 

 
The company web site and product brochures will be amended to reflect the new 
product specification. As the spare wheel, tyre and carrier is now an optional extra it 
will identified as such and priced separately.  
  
Fix and go kits will also be sent to you for all 6.2 Autograph III models you currently 
hold on site. 
 
Please advise your customer of this change prior to vehicle collection and present it 
as per their requirement. Finally, just to iterate this relates Autograph III models 
manufactured on a 6.2 platform only, units built on 6.1 cabs are unaffected.  
 
Should you have any queries in relation to this matter please contact the Bailey 
Customer Services Team on product.support@baileyofbristol.co.uk for more 
information. 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to apologise for any inconvenience that this 
matter may cause you and your customers, but thank you in advance for your 
support and assistance.   
 
 
Best regards 
 
Dave Evans 
Head of Customer Services 
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